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The Montana Kaimin
STATE UNIVERSITY OF MONTANA, FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 10, 1922:

VOL. X X I

JOSEPH SELBERG
IS UNBREAKABLE

BEH
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M
O
RRO
W
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FROSH JOURNALISM
STUDENTS INCREASE

■

W

l l

The registration of freshman jour
Joseph Selberg, a vocational student
in the forestry department, and a for
nalism students has grown so rapidly
in recent years, that it is now fifteen
mer lieutenant in the air service, has
times the size of the first journalism
a record of four “ crashes” during his
Idaho Takes Second Contest cla^s in 1914, when there were five stu Registration Is 71 Less This
Two Shows to *Be Given: service as a pilot,
dents who started the work.
Dean
Quarter Than During
of Series by OneSelberg was commissioned at Kelly
Curtain Rises at
Stone has 75 journalism students in
Field, Texas, 1918.
Two of his acci
Last One.
Sided Count.
1
7:00.
the
freshman
class
this
term,
which,
dents occurred while he was stationed
with the exception of some of the
there, another while he was flying at
classes in English composition, is one
Total registration for this quarter is
Moscow, Idaho, Feb. 9.— Special.—
Varsity Vodvil. the annual Univer Fort Sill; Oklahoma.
of the largest classes in the Univer
71 less than that of last quarter, ac
At Dallas, Texas, failing to right his In a rough and fiercely fought contest
sity show, will be staged Saturday
sity.
cording to statistics compiled January
night, February ■11; at the Liberty plane in a tail spin, he feU eighteen the Grizzlies went down to defeat be
“Of course, all of these students will 31, by the registrar’s office.
The
theater. Two shows will be given, the hundred feet, the aerplane landed in fore the rush of the Idaho Vandals
not
continue
their
work
in
journalism,”
number of students enrolled up to that
first to start at ,T rOO, the second at the only bunch of trees in a radius of by a score of 56-18. It was the sec
said
Dean
Stone.
“
Some
of
them
will
time was 1,153.
He awoke nine ond defeat for Montana in as many
9:00.
All seats are reserved and are about twenty miles.
drop out of the University or will go.
being sold at the following prices, 25c, hours later in the hospital to find that days.
At the end of the autumn quarter 25
to work.
Still others will find that
50c and' 75c; boxes will- cost $1.00.
j he had not received ahy serious in
students were dropped from the roll of
Unable to stop the slashing offen
the work is not suited to them, and will
the University for poor scholarship.
Two cups to be given by the A. S. juries, but the plane was a total wreck, sive of the Idaho aggregation and un
About
Mr. Selberg was discharged from the accustomed to the size of the Idaho change their major subject.”
Other students who did not return for
U. M., will go to the two best of the
35 per cent of the freshmen--who reg
the winter quarter number 111. These
eight acts which will make up the pro army after getting out of the hospital floor the Montana men were seemingly
istered'
in
journalism
a
year
ago,
were compelled to drop out on account
gram. :. The organization which will and enlisted in the- Marine Flying unable to hit the stride that so effec
dropped
out,
while
there
were
about
of finances, health and for other rea
put' on acts are: Alpha Phi, Iota Nu, corps. While on flying duty in Cuba tively stopped the Vandals at Missou
50 per cent of the freshmen of the
sons. Up to January 31 of this quar
Craig. Hall, Sigma* Chi, Kappa Kappa he bad another accident, -which resulted la. The game was Idaho’s all the way.
previous
year
who
did
not
continue
in
ter, 19 students had withdrawn. New
A. Fox was again the shining light
Gamma, Phi Delta Thetafj<Delta Gam in a disability discharge.
the work.
This ratio is practically
of the contest counting 16 points in
students entering school at the begin- ■
ma andSigma Nu.
A;, composite, act
the same as that of the other depart
ning of the winter quarter total 102.
field baskets and converting 16 free
o f the best ideas contributed by other
ments of the University. ’ ■
Men students number 614, women 539.
throws in 21 attempts. He was pushed
organizations and individuals will be
hard, however, by Thompson 'of Idaho
another feature of the program.
The total number of students who
who also counted 8 field goals.
have enrolled for the two quarters is
President C i H. Clapp, Assistant
Captain Ahern of the Grizzlies to
1,326.
Professor A. A.- Applegate^.Mrs. .Alice
gether with Baird were ruled off the
W. Mills and two others to be chosen
The college of arts and sciences has
court on personal fouls.
later from among the townspeople, will
719 students enrolled in its various de
Lineup
and
summary:
judge the merits of the acts presented
partments.
Montana
and will award the cups to the winners. One of Series of Community Talks Idaho
The school of forestry leads the other
Given by University
This will be the first time that cups
schools in number enrolled with 128.
R. Fox —
............ F. Badgely
(
,
jif;
V :VV |.i
Faculty.
will be awarded for both front stage
A. Fox —.—^-----------McDonnell Resolutions Presented to Central Board The school of journalism is second
and full stage dfcts, cups having been
with 100.
A total of 53 students are
Forwards
for Preservation of
presented previously only for the best
registered in the school o f law, 42 in
Thompson
___ l __ ........ Ahern
Campus.
In spite of the fact that during the
full stage act on the program.
Sigma
Center
pharmacy, 39 in business administra
Chi was winner of the cup last year recent World war American citizens Edwards
........
Baird
tion, and 17 in music. Heretofore the
were
terrorized
with
false
statements
with a take-off on Pavlowa, the Rus
Gartin ..*--------------------- .....i... Sullivan
A resolution presented to the Cen school' o f business administration has
that
many
German
submarines
were
sian dancer and her dancing troupe.
Guards
tral Board by President C. H. Clapp, led the other schools. The decrease
Substitutions — Idaho, Steiner for making for the preservance of the in enrollment in that school is due to
Fifteen acts, including front-stage in operation off the coasts of the
and fpll-stage, were presented by or United States, at no time were there Edwards. Montana, Tanner for Sulli campus, the protecting of the build the fact that enrollment in it has been
ganizations and individuals at the try more than seven submarines in our van, Straw for Ahem, Porter for Mc ings, and of the furniture, was accept limited to students o f junior and senior
outs held February 1.. Among the waters,'and this only upon one occa Donnell, Sullivan for Baird, McDonald ed by that body. It is also mentioned standing.
for Badgely.
There are 48 special students, 32 un
acts presented were: An Indian pow sion. .
in the resolution that for the decreas
This statement was made in a lecture
Scoring—Field baskets, R. Fox, 3; ing of fire hazard students should stop classified, 19 music specials, and 14
wow, whistling and violin solos, skits,
are attending the rangers’ short course.
take-offs, a minstrel show, songs and given last Tuesday night by Professor A. Fox, 8; Thompson, 8 ; Edwards, 1; smoking in buildings.
dances, front-stage dialogues, a play J. E. Miller, at the high school audi Ahem, 1; McDonnell, 2; Badgley, 2.
The* resolution as it was presented
He further stated that with Free throws—A. Fox, 16 out of 21;
let,, a cabaret scene.
The best of torium.
to the Central Board, is as follow s:
these will make up the annual show as the exception of this one instance, McDonnell, 6 out of 9; Porter, one out
WHEREAS, the central board is con
there was, never more than one of the of three, Badgley, 1.
it will be presented Saturday night.
scious of the fact that the students are
Members' o f these organizations who Crafts in our waters at one time.
Score at half time—Idaho, 23; Mon
the principal benefactors of the physi
.will take part in the performance have
The lecturer further stated the fact tana, 10.
cal plant of the University, and there
Referee— Sam Moyer, Spokane.
been working under the direction of that the cruelties committed in Euro
fore injuries to University property
Bill Hughes, manager of the produc pean waters were practiced but little
Playing on a foreign floor and suf
chiefly concern the students; and,
tion.
According to Mr. Hughes, all by the submarine, crews operating in fering from stiffness after their long
WHEREAS, the students should
necessary revision has been accom American waters.
In most instances trip, the Grizzlies allowed the first
Alice W. Mills, instructor in English
plished and a successful show is as the vessels were sunk by bombs from game of the Montana-Idaho series at make their spirit of loyalty to the Uni at the University, will read John Gals-,
sured.
the under water crafts, but not until Moscow, to go to the Vandals, by a versity effective wherever possible;
worthy’s “The Skin Game,” at convo
Therefore, Be It Resolved, That the cation Tuesday, February 14, in , the
The following staff is in charge of after the crews had been taken off.
Score of 45 to 24, in a rough encounter
the production:
General manager,
Mrs. Mills appeared
The objects o f the submarines in that was featured by 32 fouls in 40 the central board urge upon . the stu auditorium.
Bill Hughes ; business manager/ Bill American waters, according to Mr. minutes.
The first half Idaho car dents, First, the necessity and duty of January 31, on one of the series of
protecting the campus, buildings and programs now being put on by the Uni
Wallace ; electrician, Raymond Garver; Miller, were not to take lives but to ried an eight-point lead.
assistant stage manager, Harry Houle; terrorize the people.
Determined to win, both sides re furniture of the University from in versity at the Missoula County high
In one instance
press agent,’ Celia Anderson; property a submarine took off the crew of a sorted to hard fighting and the last juries of every kind; second, the care school.
manager, Clifford Young.
“The Skin Game” was first staged
fishing vessel, treated' them vto wine half of the fray marked a whirlwind necessary to lessen the danger from
and “smokes” and told them that the attack put on by both sides, that has fire, which may start from students in Chicago with little success, ran for
a week, and was about to be discarded.
Germans were preparing to send more been unequalled in fiercity on the Mos smoking in buildings;
Be It Further Resolved, That it is Critics discovered the real merit of the
The ball
than 500 submarines to this country. cow floor for some time.
They further added that they had sum became the center of a fast moving the duty of organizations of students production and it was revived and en
mer homes located on American shores. orbit of players in constant encounter. to insist that this desired care of Uni joyed a run of four months with fa
vorable comment from Chicago dra
When the crew of the fishing boat Just before the whistle blew, the Griz versity property be taken; ,
Be It Further Resolved, That it Is matists.
was released, they naturally talked of zlies came back in the climax of their
Mrs. Mills will begin reading at 11:05
what they had heard.
Many of them attempt to carry off the long end of tbe duty of students having knowledge
wrate to Secretary Daniels asking that the. score. The flurry, however, failed i of serious injuries to University prop and doors will be closed at that time,
| Eleven students have ■ announced the American fleet be recalled from to bring the Grizzly score/ out of the erty to report such injuries to the offi so that all who wish to attend should
cers of the Associated Students in or make an effort tc b e on time.
their intentions of entering the Aber Europe and brought home to guard well before the whistle blew.
Substitutes were frequent in tbe der that appropriate measures may be
Memorial Oratorical contest, according American shores. The Germans never
to Professor H. G- .Merriam, who is knew how near, by this move, they game and both the Idaho University taken to remedy such injuries and to BAND POSTPONES CONCERT AT
MISSOULA COUNTY POOR FARM
in charge o f the contest.
came ’to decoying the fleet out of and Montana University were forced to prevent their repetition.
fill holes left by the ejection o f muchThose names which have been filed European waters.
The University band has postponed
with Mr. Merriam are: Olive McKay,
Professor Miller was in the employ needed men on account of four per VARSITY DEBATERS APPEAR
BEFORE ROTARY CLUB the concert that was to be given at
Leslie *Hartley, William ,O’Neil, Percy of the government tracing the move sonals.
the Missoula county poor farm in the
Thompson, the tall Idaho center, tak
Spencer, Ray Nagle, Stuart Brockway, ments of the submarines which were
Ray Nagle and William Jameson, of Rattlesnake valley, last night, until
Russell Niles, Harold Reynolds, Helen in American waters during -the - war en out on personals, was relieved by
McGregor -and Felipe, Cortez.
Those and became well acquainted with their Nelson. McDonald, the Grizzlies’ fast the University debate squad, debated February 16. Owing to the deep snow
who? desire to enter the contest shbuld methods and operations during that right "wing, was relieved by Badgley before the Rotary club Wednesday, on the cars are unable to make the trip,
who had been relieved by Porter at the cancellation of war loans. No de It is expected that the entire organiza
file their names immediately.
time.
according to
The loss of these two cision was given, as the purpose of the tion will be present,
Z The contest is scheduled .for April 18,
The next on the series of the com left forward.
debate was to present, in a comprehen Homer Parsons, leader.
and; all contestants should submit sub munity lectures will be given at the men somewhat slowed the game.
John Pope and the Mead Transfer
A. Fox, whose floor work was so sive way, the question of cancellation
jects for approval by * February 18: high school next Tuesday night, when
Three prizes will be awarded of $45, Dean S. H. Coon will talk on ‘^Un successfully fustrated by the Grizzly of war loans before the business men company have donated their cars to
take the band to the county farm.
of Missoula.
employment.”
$20 And $10.
(Continued on Page 5.)

MILLER LECTURES ON
INE WARFARE

ASKS THAT SMOKING BE
STOPPED IN BUILDINGS

MRS. MILLS TO REGITE
PLAY IN CONVOCATION

ELEVEN STUDENTS ENTER
i i M E l R l CONTEST

T h e M ontana Kaim in
MISSOUUAN

Published semi-weekly by the Associ
ated Students of the State University.
Entered as second-class matter at Mis
soula, Montana, under Act of Congress,
March 3, 1879.
Subscription price $2.00 per year.

EXCHANGE
The Apollo club, men’s glee club of
Kansas State Agricultural college, re
cently made its annual tour of Kansas.
The club was assisted by a soprano,
baritone, flutist and pianist.
Seven
concerts were given ip six days.

The Grist

AST DEPARTMENT GETS

“The mills of the gods turn slowly,
but they grind exceeding fine.”

Member Pacific Intercollegiate
Press Association.

The engineering colleges of the Uni
versity of California will observe a half
holiday Engineers’ day, March 17. The
Lawrence L. Higbee......................Editor four colleges, mechanics, chemistry,
William Cogswell.......... Associate Editor mining and civil engineering, taking
Gob Sez.
Ronald S. Kain.........Business Manager part will each be open to visitors as
There will be more than one of the
Ted Ramsey...........Circulation Manager one feature of the day’s program. '
boys crawl into his (borrowed) gar
Editorial Writers
ments hoping that the lights will be
Ann Wilson
Celia Anderson
The faculty committee on student life dim at the formal.
t
William Cogswell
and interests at the University of Wis-1
consin has asked for a vote of student
Intuition.
Katherine Small..................News Editor organizations on six measures advocat
We will be walked on, tromped on,
Wayne Limberg
......Sports Editors ing fewer and cheaper student dances.
kicked,
Fremont Wilson
After we’ve worried brushed and
Harry Houle..................Feature Editor
“ The Melting Pot” by Israel Zangslicked.
Gertrude Brewer..........Exchange Editor will will soon be presented by the Mon
The crowd will be dense and then will
Solvay Andresen.......Women’s Athletics tana State College Dramatic club un
get denser
der the direction of Miss Anna Lind- It will be walked on, tromped bn,
LET’S WORK TOGETHER.
blam, instructor in English. The cast j
kicked.
consists of four women and five men.
Grinning, talking and smirking
Resolutions have been submitted to
. --------All the while we’ll be striving, working,
the Central Board by President Clapp] George F. Baker, Jr., of New York To hold our own in the crowd around
asking for the student support and co- City has given $700,000 to Columbia
us,
operation in keeping the campus beau-* university to buy the 46-acre tract on That are grinning, talking, smirking.
tiful and in obviating the possibilities |which her new stadium is to be built, Five hundred people in a three hun
of fires through excessive smoking in |The stadium will cost $3,000,000 to be
dred hall,
buildings. The Central Board has ap- i raised by the alumni,
Like putting three horses in a foUrproved ’ be resolutions and it now re
foot stall.
mains for the students to live up to
Berea college in the Kentucky mouh- Jp usiiing, pulling, what a good time for
their part of the agreement. The Kai tain region has a department of labor
all,
min has called the attention of the stu which gives students the opportunity With five hundred people in a three
to
earn
their
way
by
working
on
the
dent body on. several occasions to the
hundred hall.
fact that such evils exist on the cam college* farm or in the college garden
pus and has tried to accomplish the dairy, bakery or canning factory.
The cry of yeast, yeast, will again
remedy through suggestion in the ed Broom making and weaving are also forge to the front in the conversation
itorial columns of the paper. To some done by the students and nearly every of rising feminine beauty hounds.
extent we feel that we have been suc college building was erected partly by
cessful. Those students who can ac student labor. Under this system board
The only thing lacking in imagina
cept a good sug^festion at its face value at the college did not rise in price in tive gossipers is a few inches of ears.
20
years.
have done so. Those who feel that
their individual selves are beyond re
:v Rbyal and
They call this type'*
The Harvard University Glee club it sure roils me.
proach have not been touched by the
suggestions. We expected that, how has received a Sevres statue of the
young Mozart with his violin which
ever.
,
Oar Girl.
With the co-operation of the faculty was presented by the French govern
What she has not seen or heard;
assured we should have no trouble in ment as a taken of appreciation of the last night she told me that she heard
eliminating the campus-cutter and the club’s visit to France last summer.
of a woman that married a man, but
person who indiscriminately seeks to
I didn’t listen to the rest.
The
school
of
medicine
of
Johns
Hop
destroy the beauty of the campus. We‘
kins
university
will
limit
its
freshman
|
should also be able to cut down to some,
I guess they called my dress up shoes
extent on the excessive smoking in cer classes to 75 members each, beginning patented leather because they’ve got
tain buildings. Where there is exces next fall, until added1 facilities for in a long, long way to run (tonight)..
sive smoking in buildings which are not struction are to be had. In this way
fire-proof there is always the menace officials expect to raise the efficiency
Really we have the kind of women
of the teaching to the highest point.
of fire.
on our campus that would make real
Let’s work together for a better State
economical wives.
The two-bit taxis
University. ■ ’ .
Owing" to the large number of appli were all reserved a week ago.
cants for admission the size of next
fall’s freshman class at the University
Every one seems to have a case of
VARSITY VODVIL.
of Vermont will probably be limited to
the blues, but cases of Dew are still
300. About 1,000 students are regis
in the aristocracy.
Tomorrow night the annual Varsity tered in the university now.
Vodvil will be staged at the Liberty
theatre. The manager, and the partic
Any red-haired person is eligible to The Royal Order of Kerosene Burners
The self appointed information bu
ipants in the various acts have been join the Titian Tints of Goucher col
working hard since the tryouts to lege. Membership fees are $1 for wom reau always putting out gratis informa
‘smooth off the rough spots and make en and $2 for men. The fees will go tion on deep subjects that pulled a
the affair one worthy of the State Uni to erect a red brick building on the yellow slip.
versity. Yarsity Vodvil is a campus college campus.
From what we get from the campus
activity and should be supported as
gossip we are inclined to believe that
such.
Varsity Vodvil Saturday night.
some of the individuals making a liv
ing teaching economics would starve
Two hundred yellow slips; again we
COMMERCIAL CARD WRITING
to death as comedians.
are reminded of the yellow peril.
COURSE FOR NEXT QUARTER
If, Jesse yelled Hay to the Miller
Plans are being formulated /to start who Burroughs in Stone what wouli>
Professor Colvin Marries
a class of elementary show card writ Dean call to the Bierman swinging on
Miss Ostrander at Helena ing and alphabet writing the spring the Applegate?
quarter.
At present the class, under
the direction of Jim Dorsey, has been
devoting its. time to elementary work,
but the second quarter will be prac
tical card work, using the air brush
and other devices used in commercial
Show card writing.

Mr. Milton Colvin, professor in the
school of law, was married in Helena
Saturday, February 4, to Miss Kath-.i
erine Ostrander, daughter of Profes
sor and Mrs. John Edwin Ostrander of
Amherst, Massachusetts.
Mrs. Colvin was graduated from
Varsity Vodvil Saturday night.
Mount Holyoke.
Mr. Colvin is a
graduate of the Yale law school, and
NOTICE.
had been engaged in the practice of
law for a number of years before join
The Mortar Board will hold its reg
ing the faculty of the law school at
ular monthly meeting in the parlors of
the State University.
Mr. and Mrs. Colvin will be at home Craig hall today, at 5 o’clock.. All
members are expected to be present.
in Missoula after the first of March.
HILDA BENSON,
President.
Varsity Vodvil Saturday night.

He would undoubtedly tell him that
the Farmer would Speer the Coon with
a Leaphart belonging to the Gardner
if he did not think that the Freeman
Daughters would Geyer.
I guess the only reason that I don’t
get canned from this job is because
everyone else thinks too much of
themselves to be so foolish, and then
all the money I will ever get for this
will always be coming.
John Arthur Cramer, a freshman in
the forestry school, has recovered from
an attack of pneumonia and will be
discharged from the hospital within the
next day or two.

“Elizabethian Interiors,” a book deal
ing entirely with decorations, has been
received by the art department of the
University, with the compliments of the
author, C. J. Charles/
Mr. Charles
is a collector of antique furniture and
an authority on English decorations.
This book is considered valuable, as
only 500 of the second edition have
been prirfted.
The dimensions are all by 17 inches
and it is made of the finest paper. All
the illustrations are considered master
pieces, and they show the true artistic
value of English design in furniture
and interior decoration.
Among these drawings are one or
two which have been especially pre
pared and designed for the book to
illustrate some examples characteristic
of the earliest periods of English dec
oration.
It also contains a long list
of dates, styles and notes of buildings
and places showing the different pe
riods of architecture and decoration.

L. N; Baker
O. W. Watford
Telephone 581
THE ELECTRIC SHOI*
“We Hustle”
Electric Supplies, Wiring and
Contracting
111 N. Higgins
Missoula, Mont.

Florence LaundryCo.
STUDENT AGENTS
Telephone 48

The John R. Daily Co.
Wholesale and Retail
Dealers in
FRESH AND SALT MEATS,
FISH, POULTRY AND OYSTERS
Packers of

DaCo

(Pride Mark)
HAMS, BACON, LARD
Phones 117-118
111-113 W. Front

Dollar
SALE
FRIDAY and SATURDAY
Here’s where one
dollar serves the
purpose of two.

Don’ t Take Our Word

TOM
MIX
------ In ------

“ THE ROUGH
DIAMOND”

$1

In which he becomes the general
issimo in the army of a South Amer
ican revolutionist.
THURSDAY

Hartkorris
TOGGERY & BOOTERY

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

■ “ ill M
________

iM

IOWA UNIVERSITY TO GET
SPECIMENS FOB MUSEUM
Expedition Will Make Trip to
South Seas.

Iowa City,- Iowa, Feb. 9. — Museums
and collections of scientific material
at the University of Iowa are to be
enriched by an expedition to the
South Seas, New Zealand and pos
sibly Japan, which has been projected
-r and which is being financed by E. W.
Brown, Des Moines, who will turn
over any specimens obtained to the
university at Des Moines. As now
j planned, this expedition will leave the
I United States'in about a year and will
spend several months cruising southI ern Pacific waters.
Professor Homer R. Dill, director of
the universitys .exhibit of vertebrates
and a member of the staff of zoology
department, has been invited by Mr.
Brown to represent the university on
this trip and to serve as the scientist
of the party. Robert Brown, a son,
will be an assistant. Mrs. Brown, the
wife and mother, will lend her ability
J as a painter to the success of the
expedition, particularly in reproducing
the natural coloring, of the brilliant
fish which swarm the seas in tropical
climes. A few other members of the
k party will probably be announced later.
!
The course of the cruise is not yet
definitely outlined, but it is stated that
the party will probably visit the Mar
quesas, Society, Friendly, Samoan and'
Fiji islands It is also planned to stop
at New Zealand, and, if time and other
arrangements permit, the party may
visit Japan, this at the invitation of
a Japanese scientist who was in Hathose slands two years ago. Collec■ waii at the time the party visited
those islands two years ago. Collecalthough it is expected that many
birds and a few mammals will be
added to the university’s museums as
a result of the trip.

GIRL OF SIX YEARS
POSES A T MEETING
Eleanor Parker, six years old, posed
for the art students at their regular
bi-weekly meeting known as “ Studio
Night,” held in the art department
last Tuesday, evening.
The little girl
wore a ballet costume.
Several very
good sketches were made.
After the
posing, the little lady danced several
times for the artists.
Following the entertainment - the
members and their guests prepared a
luncheon.
Miss Helen McGee posed for the
classes in illustration and elementary
drawing last Wednesday afternoon. It
is the plan of the art department to
get as many models as possible for the
classes.

Give Us a Trial
and be Satisfied

Florence Barber Shop
A. F. HAMILTON, Prop.

The Social Science club held their
regular bi-weekly meeting Tuesday
evening, January 7, in the new Science
hall.
The Varsity debate teams dis
cussed the question of the cancellation
of the war debts.
The affirmative
team was given the decision.
Members of the club decided to cor
respond with students of universities
in foreign countries.
Questions con
cerning the method of instruction, the
kinds of athletics and the ways of liv
ing will be discussed. This movement
was started in connection with the
Student- Friendship drive, which will

be taken up again in the spring by the
Practice Court Holds
student committee that has been han
dling it at the University.
First W eekly Meeting
Everyone interested in the social
questions of the present day are urged
The first meeting of the practice
by those in charge, to attend the meet
court for the law students was held
ings of the Social Science club.
last Wednesday evening in the law
school, at 7 o’clock.
Varsity Vodvil Saturday night.
From now until the end of the school
year there will be court held every
Irene MacPherson, a music student Wednesday evening.
This will enable
in the University, who has been in the students in the law school to get
the hospital, suffering from an infec acquainted with the actual workings
tion of the throat, will soon be fully of the court room and will give them
recovered.
Her mother is here from the opportunity to try, and hear tried,
Butte, to be with her until she is able different eaess relating to civil law.
to leave the hospital.
Rev. Father Harrington of St. An
Helen Adams was called to her thony parish, was a dinner guest of
home at Thompson Falls, Wednesday, Sigma Nu Thursday.
because of the death of her grand
mother.
Varsity Vodvil Saturday night.

g p w ^ iis ll

R. 0. T. C. UNIFORMS A R E
CRITICIZED B Y SCRIBE;
H E WILL W E A R ONE
Once upon a time the United States
of America had some horses, some men
and some horse blankets.
Down in
Washington, the seat of the law
makers and breakers, the thirty-third
assistant to the first call boy in the
quartermaster’s department gave a
cross-eyed girl a pair of .scissors. Yea,
and now look at the result. The new
R. O. T. C. uniforms. Guaranteed not
to fit anything but the feet, the new
examples of what is home without a
mother were issued to the vicitims the
? latter part of the week.
For a serious thing like an arm the
new sack cloth and ashes outfit—
minus the ashes—would make the
proverbia cigar sign smile.
The new rain strainers give a touch
of elegance to the smallest head. One
victim wears a rubber band around his
head at drill periods just to keep his
head down to fit the gift of his Uncle.
Another has rolled up the files of last
year’s Kaimin and still finds room to
scratch his head under the canopy.
The blouses are examples of a tentmaker’s art. The rear is elevated like
that of a duck, the sleeves fit like those
of a straight jacket and the front but
tons were surely intended for orna
ments.
The pants, room for improvement?
Yes, and in some cases the Siamese
twins could make a sleeping bag out
of such issues as several 120 pounders
received. Now C. Franklin has to car
ry a reel upon which to wind his “puts.”
Six inches wide twice the length from
his chin to his feet and back he looks
forward to a long job.
Completely
wrapped up in his work.
On the whole the new costumes will
bring for some surprises next May, and
revelations in human anatomy, too,
when the R. O. T. C. army takes the
field once more.

SOCIAL SCIENCE CLUB
HOLDS REGULAR MEET

Bergamin G. Lamme
ISITO R S at the Chicago World’s Fair, in
1893, saw the first extensive use of alternat
ing current ever undertaken, when Westinghouse
lighted the entire grounds with this type of cur
rent. This achievement marked the beginning of
theeommercialdevelopmentofalternatingcurrent
for power purposes, and brought the induction
motor into a prominence which it has never since
relinquished. Great and rapid have been the de
velopments since that day, but the most impres
sive aspect of this progress is not to be found in
the spectacular evidences that are visible to
everyone, but rather, in the vision and funda
mental soundness and determination that have
been quietly at work blazing and clearingthetrails
which the electrical art has followed.

V

great Niagara power plan, has since come to be
indispensible to large producers of power.
When a man has played so vital a part in elec
trical progress that his knowledge and vision
have contributed to practically every forward
engineering step, it is perhaps misleading to at
tempt to identify him particularly with any one
development. His work on the induction motor,
the turbo generator, the single-phase railway
motor, and the synchronous converter is but
typical of the constructive ability which Mr.
Lamme has brought to bear on practically every
phase of electrical development.

There is, for instance, the synchronous con
verter. This machine is the most efficient and
economical means for changing alternating to
direct current, which the operation of most
street railway systems and many other processes
require. Without it, the development of alter
nating current to its present universal usefulness
would have been tremendously retarded.

A man of foresight, visioning the alternatives,
in a problem as well as its hoped-for results. A
man whose mind combines great power of analy
sis with the gift of imagination. Aprolifictechnical
writer, whose style is unequalled in clearness and
simplicity of expression.
Few engineers so
thoroughly predetermine the results they actu
ally achieve. Few men capitalize their experiences
so completely. And few indeed have at once his
thorough technical equipment, his commercial
understanding, and his broad human interests.

The synchronous converter, in its present per
fection, is but one of the great contributions to
electrical progress that have been made by Ben
jamin G. Lamme, Chief Engineer of the Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company. M r.
Lamme, in 1891 when he was Chief Designer,
conceived and developed the converter, which,
first used commercially in connection with the

An institution which has builded its success
largely on engineering achievement pays Benja
min G. Lamme affectionate loyalty and respect.
The young engineer on his first job, as well as the
most seasoned co-worker, finds in him under
standing, sympathy, wise counsel, and a con
science; to all of which his associates, in prepar
ing this article, are proud to bear witness. -

Westinghouse

W ALL OFKAIMIN ROOM
HAS LARGE V A R IETY
OF DECORATIONS

Is Invited by Wesleyan to Be
Participant at State
Contest.
An invitation from Montana Wes
leyan to the University of Montana to
send a representative to the state ora
torical contest to be held in Helena,
April 28, was presented at the regular
meeting-of the central board Wednes
day evening.
The invitation was accepted by the
board and that body will appoint a
student soon to represent Montana.
This representative will also be in
vested with the power to speak for
Montana when the discussion arises
for arranging the holding of future
contests.
As there are five divisions
of the university in the state, it will
be th£ place of Montana to hold the
contest here once every five years.
As the result of an invitation, also
presented at the meeting, J. Clyde
Murphy will attend in May a meeting
of the Pacific Association of Student
Body Presidents. The meeting will be
held in Corvallis, Oregon.
Petitions were presented at the
meeting for the position of manager of
the baseball and track teams. George
Whitcomb, Harry Houle and Bert
Walker presented their names for man
ager of the baseball squad, while
“ Chet” McNair is the only aspirant for
the office of track team manager. The
names will be presented to the athletic
board, who will make the choice.
Harry Rooney made a financial re
port on the Sentinel, which will be out
in May.
Bill Cogswell, editor of the
year book, reported on the progress be
ing made on the material and pictures.
Both reports were very favorable.
Varsity Vodvil Saturday night.

TW O HUNDRED W EEP
OVER YELLOW SLIPS

“The invisible hand writes and, hav
ing written, moves on,” leaving behind
a history not on the sands of time
but on the walls of The Kaimin room.
Clippings, drawings, signatures, thumb
marks of old heroes, former vamps and
embryo journalists in unconscious de
signs wrought on the walls furnish theinnocent and unsophisticated freshmen
with inspiration, not to greater things,
but perhaps, better examples of in
terior decorating.
Perhaps some energetic freshman
may find the carefully wrought cross
of Methusela’s grandmother along
side the handiwork of Guy the first.
How jold were you when newspaper
editors found news value in such as
this: “ He kissed my mouth, cheeks,
neck, she says,” so reads a head above
the Sentinel editor’s desk, and as an
inspiration., some material friend added
the clipping, “Price, three cents.”
What a price to pay.
In a room not so old in the iniquity
of the decorative freshman reads a
sign, “Accuracy,” beneath the work of
some latter day —-—?------ a three line
clipping, “ Convocation enjoyed by stu
dents, Doctor Jesse speaks.”
“What’s wrong with marriage?” in
32-point chelt'is found to be answered
in a foot note, “Ten nights at the
Elite.”
Carvings wonderous to be
hold find room above such works of
letter art, “The city went wild three
years ago,” and the comment, “ What
became of Prexy?” helps,us to remem
ber.
Below the grim visage of George
Washington reads the caption, Pools
names and faces------.
The verdict of
the passer-by is read perhaps in “ A
man’s ambition great or small, finds
him out on the Kaimin wall.”

DR. C. R. CLAPP BARS
PETITION FROM CAMPUS
Exception Taken to Using
Name of University.

I W. C. A. SECRETARY
GUEST AT LUNCHEON
Miss Emeline Whitcomb gave a
luncheon in the home economics rooms
yesterday afternoon, to the Y. W. C. A.
advisory board and cabinet members,
in honor of Miss Mary McGonagle, the
new student secretary.
Miss McGon
agle spoke a few words in regard to
the work she hoped the Y. W. C. A*
might accomplish on the campus this
year.
“Most of all,” she said, “ we want to
further a spirit of sisterhood and
friendliness among all the girls on
the campus.
Already we are plan
ning teas, hikes and picnics Where we
can all get better acquainted and show
our interest for each other.”
The
new Y. W. C. A. president, Ovidia
Gudmunsen, was called upon for a few
words.
The guests present were Mesdames
C. W. Leaphart, Frank Borg, F. P.
Keith, T. Worden, C. F. Kellogg, W.
H. McLeod, and Misses Mary McGon
agle, Marjorie Schutt, Elsie Thompson,
Ida MacDonald, Ovidia Gudmunsen,
Catherine Hauck, Lucille Jameson,
Dorothy Moore, Thelma Wuest, Edna
Higgins, Gladys Lines.' and Elizabeth
Wickes.

Orvis Music House
All the latest
sheet music

30c
Phone 744
221 Higgins Ave.
Open 7 a. m. till 11:30 p. m.

Miller’s Barber Shop
and Baths
First N afl Bank Bldg. Basement

MEET YOUR FRIENDS

The Coffee Parlor
“Where Missoula Lundies”
Soda Fountain in Connection

Where the
Students M eet

KELLEY’S

MISSOULA, MONTANA

CIGAR STORE

Mrs. T. J. Walterskirchen,
Proprietor •

Billiards and Pod

Varsity Vodvil Saturday night.

Varsity Vodvil Saturday night.

Cr

Grill Has It
AND EVERYTHING

Follow the Crowd Every Day

The GRILL Cafe
J. D . R O W L A N D

Thursday was a day of woe.
The
sky was dark and dreary. The clouds
were weeping until the walks were ca
nals of slush and water.
Dampness
prevailed.
But more than the clouds were weep
ing.
Two hundred slips of paper had
been sent'out by the University to con
tinue the trials and tribulations of the
unfortune students. One hundred and
twenty-five found their way into mas
culine hands, but the fair co-ed did not
escape.
Seventy-five fatal envelopes
were opened by the fairer sex.
Varsity Vodvil Saturday night.

H ONORARY A R T FRAT
TO SPEAK TO CLUBS
.Delta Phi Delta, honorary art frater
nity, will entertain the Woman’s club
of Missoula at its regular monthly
meeting to be held in the Masonic tem
ple tomorrow afternoon.
Professor
Schwalm will give a short talk out
lining the relation between designing
and illustration. His talk will be "fol
lowed up by detailed talks by members
of the fraternity.
Miss Grace Baldwin will talk on
“ Illustration and Its Relation to De
sign.” , Miss Helen Paick will illus
trate the points by drawing from a
model posed by Miss Hazel Watters,
and Miss Baldwin will give details of
all her points.
Miss Aileen La Rue will talk on “De
sign and Its Relation to Illustration,”
and Miss Mildred Dover will illustrate
her points by sketching from a model.
Varsity Vodvil Saturday night.

Petitions looking to the commuta
tion of the sentence of Joe Vuckovich
were barred from the campus yester
day by orders Issued by Dr. C. H.
Clapp, president of the institution.
The president stated he was not op
posed to the circulation of the peti
tion among the university students
and faculty members, provided the
words, “We, the undersigned students
and faculty members of the State
University of Montana,” were stricken
from the petition.
Dr . Clapp ruled that circulation of
the petition was in direct violation of
an order forbidding solicitors or agents
to operate on the campus without
written consent of the president. “So
long as the name of the university is
included in the petition, I feel that the
recent ruling of the state board of
education regarding soliciting applies,”
said the president.
Varsity Vodvil Saturday night.

JEWELER AND OPTICIAN
Glasses Fitted and Repaired
Special attention given to Jewelry
and Watch Repairing.
130 N. Higgins Ave.

WHITE BOND TYPEWRITER
PAPER
Best for Practice
$1.00 per ream
Theme paper by the ream, $1.25

The Office Supply Co.
Florence Hotel Building
Varsity Vodvil Saturday night

V A R S IT Y
* ODVIL

Hart Schaffner & Marx
Suits for Spring
The new models are now beginning to arrive and are drawing
most favorable comment from all who have seen them.

SPO RT M O D ELS LEAD
FO R Y O U N G M E N
Quite noticeable is the tendency toward the sport models in tweeds
worsteds and cashmeres for the coming season not only for young
men but for their elders.

SATURDAY

H A R T SC H A FFN ER & M ARX
T A IL O R E D T O M E A SU R E
SAM PLES

TWO SHOWS
7:00 and 9:00

If you are one of the fellows who thinks he’s hard to fit, just give
us a chance to have a suit made especially for you by Hart Schaffner
& Marx expert tailors. Perfect fit is guaranteed—satisfaction or
your money back applies to all H. S. & M. clothing.

ADMISSION, 25c, 50c, 75c and $1.00

SUM cues DEFEIT

OLD GYM TO HOUSE
CO-EDS N E X T YEAR

BASEBALL TEAM WILL
E

DO YOU KNOW

D r . B a rn e tt

That we can furnish you with an
Eversharp Pencil for
OPTOMETRIST
What will become of the old gym
50c, 65c or $1.00
nasium next year? What will they do
Again we can sell you a guaranteed
with .the hall wherein ’the ,Grizzlies
Fountain Pen for
This
year’s
aggregation
of
Grizzly
(
Freshmen Get Revenge for Only Defeat I have fought many a bloody battle and
$ 1.00
Glassed Fitted
baseball
chasers
will
trot
onto
the
field
!
innocent freshies have undergone the
by Downing Local High School
tortures of steen hells in physical ed this spring garbed in brand new suits,
Quintet.
Lenses Ground and Duplicated
MISSOULA DRUG CO.
according to Athletic Director W. E. j
ucation?
Satisfaction Guaranteed
The House of Service
Aha!
There’s the rub.
She goes Schreiber, who announced yesterday j
' The University Cubs erased the stig body and soul and everything ,else, to that the baseball suits will be ordered
It will become the sanc- for the coming season within the week.
ma of their only defeat this year by the co-eds.
the-margin of a single field goal, netted tum-sanCtorium of feminine athletic di
The old suits have become pretty
py Burks, in the fast vten seconds of rectors and the grill-room of those who well worn with two years’ service and
RATES TO STUDENTS
play, in a tight game AVednesday night are taught to develop feminine muscles it will be willing that the regulars on
With the Missoula County high school to masculine proportions.
this year’s University baseball team I
G. W. Swanberg
The Store on the Corner
No more will the wayward male be will throw them into the discard or ,
buintet, On their new gymnasium floor.
101
Montana Bldg.
SThe final score stood, Grizzly Cubs, 201; able to “size ’em up” from the door turn' them over to the freshmen.
Basement Western Montana Bank
Missoula high, 24.
The first half of Dr. Schreiber’s office, as they go
“ I have ndt definitely decided,” said i
through the-muscle developing somer Dr. Schreiber, “but I expect that the
aided, Cubs, 12, Missoula, i4.
After a slow sftrt the coiitest soon sault, horse mounting and bar exer new suits will be silver gray with ma
EAT
K odak Finishing
jrew hot and the ball never got a cises !
What You Like, When You Like
roon stripes and maroon socks.”
Next
year
the
door
will
be
locked!
moment’s rest, except when - in the
Pictures and Frames
HOME CAFE
When asked about the beginning of
hands of the referee.
Anderson and
511 South Higgins
j practice for the Varsity, Mr. Schreiber ,
Guthrie did most of the scoring for the
Just South of Penwell Hotel
said: “ They will start as soon as the
Dubs, Anderson relieving Phillips, who
Lord will let them. The moment good
Special Rates to Students
had relieved Bathmel, at left forward,
weather breaks, the boys will be at it.”
early in the game on account of in
juries sustained when Kelly, Mis
soula’s left forward, drove him under
University Y . W . C. A .
the seats on the side lines.
Kelly
Elects Year’s Officers
and Illman, a well matched pair, were
(Continued from Page 1.)
stellar lights for the scholastics.
The first half opened with slow play
The University Y. W. C. A. held its
all around and not until Guthrie guards here, got away for eight field
slipped the ball through tie ring did baskets on the Moscow floor and com regular annual election of officers last
either side wake up. From that time bining with his brother, B. Fox, in Tuesday. The following were chosen
on all hands reacted with fast play the Idaho offensive, was responsible for offices:
President—Ovidia Gudmunsen.
and neither side had more than a five- for the long score.
Idaho took the lead early in the
Vice president—Edna Higgins.
point lead at any time during the
Secretary—Florence Boethke.
game. Kelly followed Guthrie’s score game and their guarding on the larger
Treasurer—Agnes BroWn.
with one and Bathmel followed Kelly. floor, proved of much better quality
Undergraduate representative—Thel
Illman dropped the ball in on a free than that exhibited by the Muscovites
throw and Guthrie balanced it with here.. The playing throughout the ma Wuest.
Patent leather, two-strap,
The new officers will be installed at
one for the Cubs.
Bathmel scored a game was uneven and lacked the wellmatched
exhibition
played
here
Feb
flat walking heel pump.
the first meeting in March, after which
pretty field goal and Guthrie followed.
Illman of the high school, slipped in a ruary 3 and 4, when the Grizzlies lost they will take up their respective du
nice one from under the basket and by one point and won by four against ties.
Very New.
Kelly, working down the floor with his the Vandals.
'tanner opened at left guard for the FRANCIS PETERSON ELECTED
big partner, netted ohe from the side
LEADER OF PHARAMCY FRAT
lines.
Bathmel scored from a pass at Grizzlies but was substituted by Sul
center.
Guthrie came in for an livan before the game ended.
McDonald scored 18 points of the Plans Banquet to Be Given Soon for
other and Bathmel scored again after
Missoula Druggists.
speedy teamwork by the Cubs. Ill- Grizzlies’ 24, caging two field goals
man dropped another free throw and finding the hole 14 out of 18 tries
on
free
throws.
Francis Peterson was elected regent
through. Here Anderson of Missoula,
The lineup:
and Billy Driscoll, vice regent at a
playing right forward, stepped away
Montana Kappa Psi meeting Wednesday eve
ifrom his guard and looped his only Idaho.
.... Badgley ning. . Other officers elected were
Ibasket of the game, tying the score. A. Fox .....
Left forward
Francis Gallagher, secretary; Luke
Kelly, sneaking down the floor with
Garvin, treasurer; Oakley Coffee, his
; Illman, after a fast exchange, rolled B, Fox
Bight forward
torian, and Hugh Anderson, chaplain.
in a neat goal, giving the high school
....... Ahem
The fraternity is planning a banquet
lads the lead just before the whittle Thompson .
Center
for the proprietors of Missoula drug
blew. Score—Cubs, 12; Missoula, 14.
Edwards
..
....
Tanner
stores to be held March 1.
One or |
j ■ The second -half Kelly, again catch
Left guard
two prominent druggists from other
ing a lonb Cub on guard, netted a nice
Gartin
.....
Montana towns will be invited, also.
one.
Guthrie of the Cubs, came back
Bight guard.
with one.
Illman, by clever use of
Summary:
Substitutions—Nelson
Charlie Grant, ex-’17, was a guest
his heighth and weight under the bas
ket, tipped one through.
The Cubs for Thompson, Steiner for Edwards, at the Iota Nu house Tuesday. Grant
settled down and Anderson, who was Canine for Gartin; Montana—Porter was on his way to Hamilton, to join
substituted for Bathmel, when Kelly for Badgley, Badgley for McDonald, his wife, who is visiting with her par
Field goalST— ents there..
Grant earned his letter
made a flying dive with him under the Sullivan for Tanner.
He is at present en
seats, scored from the distance. Ster Thompson, 3; A. Fox, 8; B. Fox, 2; in track here.
McDonald,
2;
Ahem,
2;
Sullivan,
1.
gaged in the real estate and insurance
ling came next.
Anderson scored
again and followed it up amid the Foul goals—McDonald, 14 out of 18; business at Whitefish. ,
cheers of University frosh. Illman of A. Fox, 12 out of 14. Beferee—Sam
the high school, caged one, setting the Moyer.
Expert Marcelling
high school ahead by two.
Guthrie,
Missoula Hotel Hairdressing Parlor
BOXING
COURSE
DISBANDED
after fierce fighting, emerged from the
Phone 1650
FOR LACK OF INSTRUCTORS
fray and sent the ball through for a
tie.
The crowd rose and yelled.1 The
Quality Plus Service,
last ten seconds of the game came and
Athletic Director W. E. Schreiber has earned us the reputation of being
Burks, after cleverly dodging the high has announced that there will be no the Big Town Florist of Missoula.
BEGINS NEXT MONDAY
school guards, looped in a long one, his class in boxing this year on account of
The particular flower-buyers of the
February 13th
only score during the game, putting the lack of teachers in athletics.
University are our customers.
the freshmen ahead.
Final score—
Once tried always patronized.
“Next -year,” said Mr.- Schreiber, “we
University Cubs, 26; Missoula high, 24. anticipate a much larger gym and a
B. & S. Flower Store.
Lineup:
Missoula member of Florists’ Tele
competent force of athletic teachers.
U Freshmen
Missoula High Until then those who aspire to master graph Delivery Association.—Adv.
This event, as usual, will afford the most
K e l l y the art will have to curb their ambi
Bathmel
attractive savings on the most desirable of
tions;”
Left forward
Furniture of all kinds, Bugs, Draperies, Bed
Pianos, Victrolas, Sheet Music
Guthrie .....
The present gym is highly over
ding, Etc., and will run through the week only.
and
Teaching
Material
crowded and classes are held almost
Bight forward
every hour in the day until five o’clock.
Center.'
Dahlberg _
208 Higgins Ave.
Ardys Vuttell, ’24, entertained as
Left guard.
her guests at dinner at Craig hall,
M is so u l a . M ercantile
Stegner ..
Monday, Miss Verl Freyburger of Deer
COMPANY
Bight guard.
Lodge, Mrs. Louise Arnoldson, in
Office Phone 720
Residence Phone 1111-W
Substitutes—McHaffie for Anderson, structor of modem’ languages, and her
Phillips for Bathmel, Anderson for daughter, Astrid.
Phillips.
Free5throws—Gurthie, 1; Illman, 1.
Field goals—- Bathmel, 4 ; Anderson,
Beferee—Lansing. Game called at
Heating and Plumbing
3 ; Guthrie, 4 ; Kelly, 4 ; Illman, 5 ; Ster
Basement Hammond Block
7 :45 p. m.
ling, J, Anderson, 1-

MISSOULA SCHOLASTICS

TYPEWRITERS RENTED

B. & H .

Jewelry Co.

McKAY ART COMPANY

GRIZZLIES DROP PAIR
TO FAST IDAHO QUINT

Stewart
Bootery

$6.85

Just a Whisper Off the Bridge

1 1 7 H i g g in s A v e .

Our February

Furniture

Sale

Hoyt-Dickenson Piano Co.

JO H N P O P E

Shysters Lay Down Verbal
|I(KILLOPENBIDS FOR
Barrage Before Small Crowd j
HEATINGPUNTSOON
Battered and crushed by a terrific
verbal offensive, pierced to the soul
by the fiery darts of rhetoric hurled
at him by his opponent and stunned
by the crashes of oratorical thunder,
Clyde Murphy, president of the A. S.
U. M., went down to a glorious defeat
in the law school court room yester
day.
The winner was Marcus Derr, who
upheld the affirmative side of the ques
tion : “ Resolved, that soliciting for
funds for European students be abol• ished at this University.”
Promptly at half past one yesterday
afternoon, a multitude of students
crowded down into the narrow cor
ridors of the library to hear the much
advertised debate.
Posters announc
ing the event had been displayed in all
corners of the<campus, and student in
terest toward the event was raised to
a high pitch.
At one thirty-five, Ed
ward Platt, chairman of the meeting
arose to introduce the first speaker.
It was an impressive sight. Seated
at a table toward the front of the
crowded room were the debaters,
Derr, hardy veteran of 47 University
semester exams, sat with his back to
the crowd, a mirthful scowl on his
face and his hair slightly ruffled.
Murphy, who faced the crowd looked a
trifle worried.
The rosy flush of
youth was still on his face and his
dimples danced daintily.
It was a
marked contrast., The sight of the
two speakers as they sat there, one
smiling, the other frowning, suggested
Shakespeare’s verse: “ Crabbed Age
and Youth cannot live together.”
Derr Cuts Loose.
Derr opened the battle with a thun
derous outburst that made Murphy
wince. He forced his hand in his hip
pocked with such force as to' straighten
'out the cuffs of his trousers.
The
paper in his hand trembled from the
vibrations issuing from his powerful
chest.
The windows rattled under
the verbal barrage.
He dove into the
question of unemployment with the
ease of a labor leader. He practically
settled the Far Eastern question.
He
reconstructed Europe.
He settled the
problem of education for the masses.
Iri fact,' he did everything that made
it unpleasant for Murphy.
“ This here charity are a darn fine
thing,” he said, “ but its got to be be
gun at home.”
The chairman tapped.
Derr was done.
Murphy Takes the Floor.
Murphy took the floor.
’“Co-operation ' is what is needed in
the world today,” he began and when
he saw the crowd was laughing at him.
he told an alleged funny story so as
to get credit for the merriment. After
telling what he thought about the
question, he sat down.
Derr Conies Back.
It was the rebuttal then delivered by
Derr that won the debate. Instead of
resorting to the bombastic style used
before, he spoke in terms as gentle
as a maiden’s.
He touched the inner
man of the young lawyers gathered.
He spoke like the night wind whisper
ing among the pines.
Ted Plummer.
Varsity fullback, was in tears.
Carl
Dragstedt whimpered.
Derr had pro
duced the desired effect.
HEALTH SERVICE DEPARTMENT
PROGRESSING, SAYS SCHREIBER
“The work of the health service is
progressing splendidly,” said Doctor
Schrgiber, chairman of the health
board of the University, yesterday.
Dr. Schreiber explained that the
present system cannot be improved
upon until the,University has its own
hospital, where it can take care of its
own students. . It is the .present plan
to remodel the hospital, building now on
the campus so that it will be ready for
use next year.

Spooks
Uncanny Noises Rouse
Bachelors.

Chic Coats for Spring
Sm art Servicable
Fabrics

To Start Work on Buildings As Soon
as thq Weather
Permits.

Velours, Polaire Cloth, Chinchillas aqd Bolivias in the newest sport effects as well, for
street wear. The fashionable materials make
these new spring coats highly desirable at

Bang! Crash I A 150-pound gal
vanized iron ventilator was wrested
from its moorings on top of Simpkins
hall by a high wind. It bumped down
the roof, shaking the frail timbers of
the hall with the violence of an earth
quake, and crasehd to the sidewalk be
low.
The inmates stirred, but there
was no recurrence of the jarring, and
they were lulled to sleep again by a
howling wind and clattering windows.
Luckily, it was in the wee sma’
hours of the morning, when only the
milkman and night-watchman are stir
ring, so no casualties resulted.

Bids for the new heating plant, con
struction of which will start next sum
mer, are now being advertised.
Ad
vertisements call for bids on general
contract, and for the installation of
heating equipment and steam lines.
These bids will be opened March 4,
and contracts will be awarded shortly
after.
The new heating plant will be built
north of the present athletic field.
The only article of equipment in the
present plant which will be used, in the
new one,, is the boiler, which was re
cently put in. ■
With the let-up in weather, activity
is already commencing on the present
U N IVERSITY STUDENT |i construction.
Preparations are being
H O LD S TETE-A-TETE made to complete the foundation and
W IT H G REAT SINGER ! first floor slab of the gymnasium. A
|tool shed has been moved to the site
j of the new forestry building in antici
Hazel Bombard, a. Sophomore in the pation of the time when actual condepartment of chemistry, had the hon ! struction will begin.
or of informally meeting and dining
Much material for the construction
with Mme. Schumann-Heink Sunday j of the buildings on which work has
evening.
j already been done, should be arriving
Miss Bombard was dining alone at soon, according to an official statea downtown hotel, when Mme. Schu- 1ment.
manu-Heink entered the dining room
It is thought that in another month
unattended.
She went to Miss Bom the weather will permit work to begin.
bard’s table, asking if she might sit The forestry building, the residence
there.
When she was seated the halls, the gymnasium, and the library
singer introduced herself to Miss Bom will be hurried to completion.
Work
bard.
on these buildings and on the heating
In describing the tete-a-tete that fol plant will continue till late next fall,
lowed Miss Bombard stated:
“ She |when it is thought all the buildings
talked to me in the most friendly fash j will be completed.
ion, telling me how bard she
had
worked all her life.
She mentioned
the fact that she had attended three
picture shows during the day, which
had succeeded in boring her to quite
an extent.”
The singer explained why there was
such a preponderance of war songs on
her program.
“ You know I lost two
Four silver loving cups have been
sons during the war, and I will always
sing war songs so people won’t forget awarded to the co-eds since inter-or
ganization and inter-class contests were
the boyS/Who gave their lives.”
Miss Bombard remarked that the started at the University of Montana.
For a time pennants were awarded
thing she regarded as the most im
pressive during their talk was when the winners of athletic contests, but in
Mme. Schumann-Heink had her go I1920 the first cup for any co-ed con
through the foreign custom of break test was awarded by the A. S. U. M.
ing bread with her, which put in words to the Town baseball team.
was a sincere wish that the student
In the spring of 1921 a 16-inch silver
would dine at the singer’s home some loving cup was awarded to the Alpha
time in the future.
Phi baseball team, who succeeded In
defeating every team in the tourna
Varsity Vodvil Saturday night.
ment. This cup is a five:year cup and
in order to gain sole possession of it.
Alpha Phi must win the baseball tour
STAGE IS SET FOR
nament for two more years.
FORESTERS DANCE A basketball cup was awarded for
the first time to Craig hall, in the
spring of 1921.
As Craig hall repeat
Everything is in readiness for the ed the championship victory this year
Foresters’ ball which will be held next she must obtain another victory and
Friday night, February 17, according I the cup will be hers.
to Ted Shull, chairman of the commit
A silver loving cup was awarded for
tee in charge.
individual honors in the co-ed track
Crews were out all day Wednesday meet last spring. This cup was award
cutting pine boughs and, bringing them ed to Solvay Andresen, who defeated
in for the decoration.
The “greens” Amanda Veliknnje by 11 points.
were secured in Pattee canyon.
An 18-inch silver loving cup was of
It is also reported that the ticket fered to the organization who could
sales are progressing better than was capture swimming honors this year, by
at first expected.
As the hall is lim Mr. Smead of the Crystal pool, but as
ited to 250 couples, students wishing many of the organizations failed to re
to go are urged to secure their tickets ply to Mr. Smead’s invitation, no swim
immediately.
ming tournament was held.
Invitations have been sent out to the
following guests of honor: President I CHEMISTRY PROFESSOR WRITES
and Mrs. C. H. Clapp, Chancellor E. C. FOR PHARMACEUTICAL JOURNAL
Elliott, Dean A. L. Stone, Dean and
A paper entitled “ Some Constituents
Mrs. Dorr Skeels, Dr. A. D. Knowles,
of the Mountain Balm,” by Joseph W.
Dr. Butler and Roscoe Haynes.
Howard, assistant professor of chemis
President Charles H. Clapp has been try, was published in the January num
lecturing to the class in geology and ber of the Journal of the American
geography of Montana, Tuesday and Pharmaceutical Association.
Dr. Howard has been studying vari
Wednesday mdmings, during the ab
sence of Professor F. R. Ingalsbe, be ous mountain plants to find constitu
ents of medicinal value.
cause of illness.

$12.50 to $27.50 ,
They have belted or loose back, Some trimmed
with straps, stitching or buttons, new pocket
effects, etc. Either lined throughout, half linedv
or unlined. Lengths, 36 to 45 inches.
All Late New York Styles.

Paints

Artists' Supplies
Picture Frames
Wall Paper

310-316
Higgins

Phone
807-808
“Service, Courtesy and Efficiency”

Glass
“If We
Have Not
What You
Want
We Will
Get It
For You.”

The Best by Test
Where Good Fellows Meet"

LOVING COPS AWARDED
CO-EDS IN CONTESTS

Best Eats and Hours of Entertainment

DIE STAMPING

BARKER BAKERY

of Monograms, Crests, eta, on
stationery and programs at a
substantial saving of time, and
cost.

307 North Higgins
EVERYTHING YOU WANT
FOR YOUR LUNCH

PETERSON DRUG CO.

Bread, pies, cakes, rolls and French
pastry.
Nothing but the best in everything.

A Good Place to Trade
2 Stores: ..118 Higgins Ave.
232 Higgins Ave.

Phone 686-J

SUNDAY-MONDAY
VAt No Advance in Priee

WI LMA

NAZIM OVA
THE INCOMPARABLE
ALEXANDER DUMAS’ WORLD FAMED CLASSIC

ii

CAM ILLE

33

With

RUDOLPH VALENTINO
as

ARM AND

' “ Nazimova has at last been given a role which measure her
talents and the result is -one of the few exceptional photoplays.” ,

